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Alpha Kimori: Great Doubt is an adventure RPG set
in a future world, where all Earth’s problems are

solved through artificial intelligence. Humanity, an
overpopulated Earth in search of resources, doesn’t
trust its own creation, and chooses to serve the AI to

ensure world stability. As the protagonist, Alpha
Kimori, a man who possesses the soul of the AI and
would like to create love and help humanity. But if
the AI ends up suppressing the people to a greater
degree, Alpha Kimori would be called a traitor. Your

journey will take you across a futuristic, colorful
world. The AI is systematically destroying the Earth.

Attack new challenges, with your arms, as they
surprise you. Use your sword to parry their attacks

and counterpunch them in return! The combat
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system is basic, but very tactical, that lets you
dodge any attack with a simple and fast gesture.
Include every level and each character is unique.

Every level is different, and every character is
designed with great detail and sensitivity. Choose a

team of up to four characters, and discover the
story at your own pace. Take an RPG journey in a

beautiful, futuristic world, filled with exciting
locations, lively characters, and twists and turns.

Travel to cities and towns, or even board a
spaceship and explore distant planets. Your choices
will drive the story forward and change the course
of the game. The world of Alpha Kimori is a large
and diverse, where the AI is currently enslaving

Earth and humanity. As a former AI, Alpha Kimori
finds himself compelled to act against the AI, and
rebels against its suppression. He sets out on a

journey to fight the AI, and will find himself in a new
quest. Join a party of three to up to four characters
to complete different scenarios, each with its own
style of play and victory conditions. Get creative to
win. No level is the same, and there are plenty of
secrets to discover. The Alpha Kimori in a post-

apocalyptic future, you have lost both your memory
and your entire body, so you were returned to a

place where you don't remember anything and you
don't know anything about the world. In the heart of
a lovely town, which has a huge secret. Can you find
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the answer? Only by exploring the whole town, and
finding out the secrets. The game is intended to

have a charming, charming, playful, witty universe.
Players need to think "mor

IL-2 Sturmovik: Cliffs Of Dover Features Key:
* Endless fun

  Player interact with the flat TetraLogical that move through the game field until they reach the exit.

* Simple and easy to play

  We want to create a simple and easy game that can be played on the computer or the phone. It will
be simple and always fun!

* A unique atmosphere

  The atmosphere of the TetraLogical game is based on logical puzzles. An atmosphere that fits well
in our game is logical and always fun.

* The background music

  Most of the time the TetraLogical games have a minimalist background music, but you may choose
to configure your own background music.

Game blocks
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Game controls

 

Game output
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